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Carrying out a similar analysis, we can show that below the piece of surface (3.5) in 
the domain [l] there is a domain [1,] which corresponds to stable fixed points of the 

transformations T and Tn. 
The author is grateful to N. N. Bautin for his numerous comments and suggestions. 
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A system of real differential equations 

2, = p,xs - lLsys + X, (I, !/), Y$’ = P,$?l, 3 Q, -t- Y,,(s* Y) 

5 = (a, . . .,Xn), y SE (yl$ . . .I ?/n) (s = 1, . . . , n) (0.t) 

is considered. Here PLg are small, positive real parts of the complex-conjugate roots of 
the characteristic equation. X, and Ysare holomorphic functions of xs and ys, and their 

expansions begin with the terms of at least second order. 

The definition of the stability of motion in the cases close to the critical ones given 
in [l] and the results of p] extended to cover the case of n pairs of pure imaginary 
roots are used to establish the regions of stability for the system (0. I). 

1. To be able to apply the Kamenkov (3, 41 transformation to our study of the stabi- 
lity of the system (0.1) for all Ps = 0 in the nonresonant cases, we consider the equiva- 

lent problem on the stability of the system 

p=‘“ph‘+i R,(z) -+- @“‘+a RI (z) + . . . 

z 8 * = 2p"z,(d~,1(")+ z"R,d2) + . . + z,R'fL) + . . . 

/Isj(2) = R,(z) _ R$ R, = 2 z&z' (3) (Z1+...i~Crr=I,S=l,\..,~l) (I.11 

We can use the Kamenkov [3] theorem on instability as the basis for asserting that the 
unperturbed motion is unstable if at least one, nontrivial, real solution of the system of 
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equations 
yrs zj fz,j(?’ _: 0 

contains R, > 0. 
(I.21 

Thus stability may occur only if all real straight lines (1.2) contain H, q< (J. 

It was shown in [5] for s --- n and in @] for s =: 3 that the condition R, < u on (1.2) 

is necessary and sufficient for the asymptotic stability in the third order forms. 

When the problem on stability of (1.1) is solved by the third order forms, the Liapunov 

function can be taken in the form r2.1 

r z (Wsp [ - /vu (a)] (I.:%) 

Here N is a positive number, and u is an arbitrary, continuous and bounded function 

of z ,’ ‘..1 %X. 

Tire derivative of (1. 3) will be a negative-definite function equal to 

provided that the function IA can be selected from 

ali/azs - &ljifJj f~sjw’,j (12) 

Ilerc F’,j are positive, continuous and bounded functions of L,, . . . . z,, nonvanishing 

or vanishing only on straight lines (1.x) ; they may also be simply positive constants. 

Expressions for u and P,j were obtained in [2] for the case ~2 -2 3 . Similar expressions 

can also be obtained for u and P,<j when 7~ 2 4. ,Issunring that all P,j -= 1 in (1. 5) \%‘e 

find, that the asymptotic stability in the third order forms requires, in addition to the 

condition tflat I<,, < 0 in the solutions of (2. Z), that a solution of the follo\\~ing system 

of algebraic equations exists (for some chosen function V) 

We note that the values of the coefficients of this system can he aitered when the 

corresponding s~~bstitutiol~ is introduced r2]. 

The probiern on stability need not be solved by third order forms similarly as it 
is not solved by linear terms; then the results of [5] are not applicable. 

This occurs wlien the expression for I<,, is zero on (1. 2”). and forms of higher order must 

then be considered when solving the problem. 

We have rhe following theorem. 

Theorem 1. 1. 1,c.t the forms R,in) be such that when conditions (1. 6) hold. 

I(,, < 0 on sonle of the lines (1. A) and equal to zero on the remaining lines, but It,, < 0 

within the cones with arbitrarily small vertex angles (axes of these cones are those lines 

of (1.2) on h%ich fl,, -7 0) , If in addition we find that on the lines, on which H,, 0, 
we have 0, .:I: 0 or, if k,, : 0, fi, -=I), . . . . f{,i_1 : (I but fs,, < U, then the unperturbed 

niotion is asymptotically stable. 

The. proof of this theorelli uses the Liapunov function of the form 

v :. [,,’ .\-ui-i a@ :~ . . . 1. ,,;;[p 

wliere fit. . . . . CL{{ arcs pusit~ic, llll!nhers. The proof is analogous tc) that given in f;L]. 

2, i,et us uow c’onstruct the regions of stability for the systems of the form (0. 1) I 
The system (0.1) can be transformed in an analogous manner into 
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P’ = 2p 2 pizi + 2pk+lR0 (z) + , . . 

i==l 

J’o = ’ ZjKj (z), R,j(‘) = Rs(2) - Rj(2) (S z 1, . . . , n) 

We isolate the regions of stability using a Liapunov function of the form (l-3), assum- 
ing that asymptotic stability in the third order forms exists for all [Lo = 0. 

Then the derivative of v can be written, by virtue of (2. l), as 

It was shown in Sect. 1, functions u and P,j can be chosen in such a manner, that 

[R, - N +( R,j(.a))*P,jj < -_s 

Here 6 is a positive number such that 

6 = int lRoj 

on the real lines (1.2). 

Moreover, for the chosen u we can find 

au 
v=sup[L:&Zi-lVNZ:, z zs (f% -q_l.izi)] (z,+**-+Zn-if 

s 

Now the inner boundary p* of the regions of stability (for small p) will be given by 

p* = 2’ i 6 

with the accuracy of up to the fifth order terms. 

The approximate estimate of the outer boundary of the regions of stability (for small 
P) is&obtained for given V and V' in the usual manner. 
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